A noniterative N 6 triples energy correction is presented for the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method with single and double substitutions for ionized states ͑EOM-IP-CCSD͒. The correction, which is size intensive, is derived using a second-order Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbative treatment and is similar to the approach of Stanton and Gauss ͓Theor. Chim. Acta 93, 303 ͑1996͔͒. In the present implementation, only the target EOM-IP states are corrected, and the reference state is described by CCSD; the method is therefore more useful for the study of the target states themselves than ionization potentials. The performance of the correction, which demonstrates the caveat above, is demonstrated by applications to singlet methylene, BNB − , nitrogen, carbon monoxide, acetylene, benzene, thymine, and adenine.
I. INTRODUCTION
The equation-of-motion ͑EOM͒ coupled-cluster ͑CC͒ [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] methods provide efficient and robust computational tools for many systems with strongly interacting electronic states. EOM-CC methods are similar, or equivalent, to several other approaches, such as linear response CC, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] symmetryadapted cluster configuration interaction ͑CI͒, 23, 24 and certain classes of multireference ͑MR͒ CC methods. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] An advantage of EOM-CC is that it simultaneously treats both static and dynamic correlations of the target state and is based on a straightforward single-reference formalism. Moreover, it obtains energies and wave functions for all states of interest through diagonalization of a transformed Hamiltonian matrix, which endows it with properties that are usually associated only with "true" multireference approaches, specifically a balanced treatment of the most important electron configurations that contribute to a correlated wave function.
Typical errors in excitation energies associated with "single excitation processes" for EOM-EE-CC with single and double substitutions are in the 0.1-0.3 eV range, 31 with a pronounced tendency for systematic overestimation. However, the energy gaps between the states are generally more accurate than the absolute positions relative to the ground state. Equivalently, the potential surfaces calculated for the various target states tend to be somewhat better than excitation energies. These methods are quite well suited to study properties of the target states, in addition to the most common applications in which just energy differences are calculated. [32] [33] [34] [35] In addition to the calculation of excitation energies, the methods known as EOM-IP-CC and EOM-EA-CC are designed to calculate target states with one fewer ͑IP͒, or one more ͑EA͒, electron than in the reference state. In the case of ionized ͑or electron-attached͒ states, the target ͑N −1/ N +1͒-electron configurations are decoupled from the N-electron reference and the resulting wave functions and energies are rigorously size intensive at any level of approximation, unlike the corresponding EE models. 36 Errors in EOM-IP and EOM-EA are quite comparable to those found in the corresponding EOM-EE calculations, which is expected since the methods are formally equivalent and have the property that a Rydberg series calculated with the EOM-EE approach with a sufficiently diffuse basis will converge to the corresponding root of the EOM-IP equations. However, due to the somewhat more ferocious nature of orbital relaxation when an electron is removed ͑as opposed to excited͒, errors in the EOM-IP and EOM-EA methods can be slightly greater than those characteristically found in EOM-EE calculations. 37 For satellite states ͑in which ionization is accompanied by excitation of one of the remaining electrons͒, the errors can be very large. This is similar to the case in EOM-EE, when doubly excited states are studied. Fortunately, in single-photon spectroscopy, the states best described by the EOM methods-the so-called Koopmans states ͑principal ionizations͒ and the excited states dominated by a single electron promotion-are also those that are most prominent ͑and important͒ in spectra. In EOM-IP, which is the subject of the present study, energy gaps between the low-lying ionized states are also more accurately predicted than the ionization energies, e.g., in a benchmark study of several small systems differences between EOM-IP-CCSD and full configuration interaction ͑FCI͒ for energy differences between the N − 1 electron states were found to be less than 0.05 eV. 17 The most straightforward way to improve accuracy is to include triple excitations in both the CC and EOM amplitudes. The resulting EOM-IP-CCSDT [37] [38] [39] [40] method describes the principal and satellite states with an accuracy of ϳ0.05 and ϳ0.5 eV, respectively. However, the N 8 scaling of CCSDT ͑for the reference state calculation͒ limits the applicability of EOM-IP-CCSDT to only small molecules and/or modest basis sets. This bottleneck motivated the development of approximate methods 8, 13, 16, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] for including triple excitations in the EOM-CCSD ansatz. Following a similar EOM-EE method, Hirata et al. 43 introduced EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒, which was also implemented by Krylov and co-workers 45 and applied to study Jahn-Teller distortions and bonding in the benzene dimer cations. In this approach, the CC amplitudes are truncated at double substitutions, whereas the EOM amplitudes include up to triple substitutions, i.e., 3h2p ͑three holes two particles͒. The resulting N 7 scheme improves the energy differences between, and overall description of, the ionized states; IEs are of course systematically underestimated due to neglect of the additional reference state correlation. Because the method is iterative, the storage of five-index EOM amplitudes ͑although less demanding compared to the corresponding six-index quantities in the EE and related spin flip, or SF, methods͒ cannot be avoided, which limits the applications to relatively small systems.
One of the first noniterative corrections to EOM-IP-CCSD was introduced by Stanton and Gauss, 8 which was based on a perturbation analysis. The CCSD energy of the reference state is perturbatively complete to the third order, whereas the EOM-IP states are not. 8 The correction of Stanton and Gauss, 8 as well as the more recent EOM-IP-CCSD ‫ء‬ ansatz of Stanton and co-workers, 41 improves the description of the ionized states reducing the error bars for energy differences between the ionized states to 0.01 eV. Similar developments in MRCC have been pursued by Pal et al. 46 and, more recently, by Sinha and co-workers. 47 However, the IEs are not improved because no similar correction is applied to the reference state. The virtues of the method are therefore in studying final state properties, rather than ionization energies.
Balanced inclusion of triple excitations in EOM-IP-CC is not straightforward, except for the full EOM-IP-CCSDT scheme. The overall effect of explicit triple excitations is to lower the IEs relative to EOM-IP-CCSD values. [37] [38] [39] When both the reference and ionized states are treated as zerothorder and are corrected using the same perturbative treatment ͑as described below͒, the reference-state energy is lowered more than the ionized state energies, which leads to overestimated IEs. Conversely, complete neglect of the correction to the reference state as in EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒ overcorrelates the target states relative to the reference, and the resulting IEs are too low. Thus, a perturbative approximation to EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒ is expected to produce IEs that are in between EOM-IP-CCSD and EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒ and therefore closer to the more rigorous EOM-IP-CCSDT values by virtue of error cancellation.
This work presents a noniterative N 6 triples correction for the EOM-IP-CCSD energies derived by second-order Rayleigh-Schrödinger ͑RS͒ perturbation treatment of the similarity-transformed CCSD Hamiltonian, following our earlier work on the perturbative correction to the EOM-SF-CCSD wave functions. 48 Our formalism and the resulting correction are similar to the perturbation approach of Stanton and Gauss. 8 The EOM-IP-CCSD ‫ء‬ correction of Stanton and co-workers 41 can be derived from the present correction by further approximations based on perturbative arguments. The correction is applied to the target N − 1 electron states only; therefore, it improves energy gaps between the ionized states, while yielding only modest improvement of IEs. Thus, the main goal of this work is to investigate an approach that ultimately will be most useful in the improvement of final-state description.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II presents the theoretical approach. In Sec. III, we discuss the calculations of IEs of methylene, NB 2 − anion, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, acetylene, benzene, thymine, and adenine. The implementation and programmable expressions are presented in the Appendices A and B.
II. THEORY
We begin by considering the CCSD similaritytransformed Hamiltonian H :
where T 1 and T 2 operators generate all singly and doubly excited determinants from an N-electron closed-shell reference ⌽ 0 and satisfy the CC equations for the reference state. The ͑N −1͒ states are obtained by an electron-removing operator acting on the reference state:
where
The ionization energy of the kth target state can be given as the commutator equation:
Similar to the excited states, the ionized states are obtained by diagonalizing H in the space of the target determinants, i.e., ͑N −1͒ electron configurations. Diagonalization of the ͕S , D͖ block of the ionized space ͑i.e., 1h and 2h1p determinants͒ yields the EOM-IP-CCSD ionization energies and wave functions:
Because H is non-Hermitian, its left and right eigenstates are not complex conjugates of each other but can be chosen to form a biorthogonal set:
͑8͒
By splitting H into a zero-order part H 0 ͑to be specified later͒ and the perturbation V ϵ H − H 0 and generalizing second-order RS perturbation theory to a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, we arrive to the following general expressions:
where left ͗⌿ k ͉ and right ͉⌿ l ͘ eigenfunctions satisfy the following conditions:
We define H 0 such that E k ͑0͒ and ⌿ k ͑0͒ correspond to the EOM-IP-CCSD energies and wave functions, as in the works of Stanton and Gauss, 8 Hirata et al., 13 and our derivation of the EOM-SF correction. 48 Since the reference state is decoupled from the ionized states, the ionized block of Hamiltonian can be diagonalized separately. Thus, the matrix of H 0 is block diagonal: in the ͕S , D͖ block, it is simply the matrix of H in the basis of the 1h and 2h1p determinants. In this work, the zeroth-order part of H in the external space ͑triply and more highly excited determinants͒ is defined to include only terms along the diagonal.
Various choices for the external and diagonal part of H 0 can be made, of which two are studied here. First, the "͑dT͒" correction, in which all H terms are included along the diagonal, and second, the "͑fT͒" correction, in which just the bare Fock matrix contribution is included ͑the usual Møller-Plesset form͒. Considering for the moment only the triply excited determinants, the two choices are,
The computational costs of ͑dT͒ and ͑fT͒ are very similar and in fact are identical, apart from a noniterative step in which the somewhat less trivial ͑dT͒ denominators are formed.
The off-diagonal blocks of V are the projections of H onto the external space
By virtue of the block-diagonal form of H 0 , the first-order energy correction is zero and the first order correction to the wave functions, ⌿ k ͑1͒ , does not include the reference, singly ͑1h͒ or doubly ͑2h1p͒ excited determinants. 49 The amplitudes of triple and quadruple excitations are defined by Eq. ͑12͒.
At this point, we restrict the external space to just triple excitations. While in the perturbative arguments of the Stanton-Gauss approach, a restriction to triples is a rigorous consequence of the theory, using the entire H as H 0 + V leads to the consequence that quadruples contribute at second order. This has been done in the so-called CCSD͑2͒ method in a factorized form, 50, 51 but there is ample evidence 52-56 that triples-only perturbative corrections work sufficiently well that quadruples can be neglected with no significant penalty in accuracy.
After restricting attention to triple excitations, we arrive at
Note that ijk ab are the same as the right vectors for the Davidson procedure in EOM͑2,3͒ minus the contributions from the triply excited EOM͑2,3͒ amplitudes. By combining the above with Eq. ͑13͒, the second-order energy correction assumes the following form:
where L k and R k are the left and right EOM-CCSD eigenvectors for state k 0, respectively.
The and vectors in the above equation are given by:
Using the intermediates given in Appendix B, the right hand side quantities in Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒ can be expanded to obtain the programmable expressions for and :
where E CC and m are the total reference-state CCSD and the EOM-IP-CCSD ionization energies, respectively. Note that the diagonal is symmetric with respect to permutation of indices, whereas the left and the right sigmas are antisymmetric. None of the noniterative triples corrections is invariant with respect to the rotations within virtual or occupied subspaces. An important practical question is whether or not there is an unambiguous orbital choice upon which the resulting correction is invariant. Using bare orbital energy denominators and canonical orbitals, Eq. ͑16͒ is one of such safe and well-defined choices, whereas using the full diagonal, Eq. ͑17͒ is not invariant in the case of degenerate virtual orbitals. A simple solution to this problem, diagonalizing H blocks in the subspace of degenerate orbitals, has been suggested by Piecuch and Włoch. 57 As follows from our choice of H 0 + V, the ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ methods can also be described as a perturbative approximation to the EOMIP-CC͑2,3͒ method.
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Both EOMIP-CCSD͑dT͒ and EOMIP-CCSD͑fT͒ energies and energy differences are size intensive.
The ͑fT͒ method is the same as that of EOMIP-CCSD ‫ء‬ , except that instead of using the full H matrix as V, Stanton and co-workers included only terms that contributed to the third-order energy, using a perturbation formalism that treats R 1 and L 1 as zeroth-order, T 1 as first-order, and T 2 as secondorder. Their method, via the choice of order definition, is clearly designed only for principal ionization states. Our approach does not attempt to perturbatively deconstruct the H matrix. Note that Eq. ͑24͒ can be applied to the reference CCSD state, as discussed in detail in Ref. 48 . The resulting corrections are identical to the CR-CCSD͑T͒ L method of Piecuch et al. 56 derived using method-of-moments approach, or its CR-CCSD͑T͒ 2 approximation. The latter has been also derived by Hirata et al. 13 These corrections are size consistent and more robust as compared to ͑T͒. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to reduce the amount of column space devoted to acronyms, we will adhere to the following shorthand notation for the rest of the presentation: the full EOM-IP-CCSD, EOM-IP-CCSDT, etc., methods will be abbreviated by SD, SDT, etc., while the EOM-IP-CCSD ‫ء‬ , EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒, EOM-IP-CCSD͑fT͒, EOM-IP-CCSD͑dT͒ methods will be denoted as SD ‫ء‬ , ͑2,3͒, ͑fT͒, and ͑dT͒, respectively; ͑xT͒ will be used as a generic to designate either of the methods developed in this work.
The latter methods have been tested for several molecular systems, ranging from standard small-molecule examples such as N 2 and CO, to acetylene, and more challenging systems such as benzene, adenine, and thymine. For the systems above, the ionization energies are of interest and such results are analyzed. To illustrate a case where the emphasis is exclusively on the final state, we document calculations on the anion of the BNB molecule; the associated ͑neutral͒ final states are part of a highly coupled vibronic system that attracted some interest in the theoretical community. For benzene and the two nucleic acids, we carry out calculations for both the vertical and more experimentally relevant adiabatic IEs.
A. Computational details
Calculations for methylene ͑ã 1 A 1 ͒ and the BNB anion were performed with the cc-pVDZ ͑Ref. 59͒ basis set with core orbitals frozen at the respective CCSD͑T͒ equilibrium geometries ͑see EPAPS supplement 60 ͒. Calculations for nitrogen, carbon monoxide and acetylene used a hierarchy of Dunning's correlation-consistent basis sets, i.e., cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ, 59 with geometries from Refs. 37 and 39: R = 1.097 685 and 1.128 323 Å for nitrogen and carbon monoxide, respectively; and R CC = 1.203 Å and R CH = 1.061 Å for acetylene. The results for N 2 , CO, and C 2 H 2 have been extrapolated to obtain the IEs at the complete basis-set ͑CBS͒ limit [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] using the formula 62 employed by Kamyia and Hirata 37 in their benchmark study:
where E͑ϱ͒ is the energy at the CBS limit, and n =2, 3, 4 corresponds to the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and cc-pVQZ basis sets, respectively. E͑n͒ are the corresponding energies, and for the satellite states of nitrogen and carbon monoxide, the core orbitals were frozen in the correlated calculations.
In the benzene calculations, we employ the cc-pVTZ ͑Ref. 59͒ basis set with the frozen-core approximation. The equilibrium geometry of benzene ͑r CC = 34 For thymine and adenine, the geometries of the neutral molecules are optimized using RI-MP2 and cc-pVTZ ͑Ref. 59͒ basis set, whereas the cation geometries are optimized using IP-CISD method 68 with the 6-31+ G͑d͒ basis set. 69 For thymine, we present two sets of IEs computed with the original cc-pVTZ basis set, 59 and using a reduced basis set obtained from cc-pVTZ by removing f-functions for the second row elements and d-function for the hydrogen. The IEs of adenine are computed using the reduced cc-pVTZ basis set only. For both molecules, the core orbitals were frozen in the correlated calculations.
Molecular structures, relevant energies, and molecular orbitals are given in the EPAPS supplement. 60 The calculations are performed using the Q-CHEM electronic structure package 70 and CFOUR 71, 72 program. Table I ͑xT͒ and SD ‫ء‬ reduce the SD errors in the energy gaps between the states by 25%-35%, whereas SDT reduces the errors almost by an order of magnitude. The general trend for the errors is SDϾ ͑fT͒ Ͼ SD ‫ء‬ Ͼ ͑dT͒ Ͼ SDT.
B. Methylene

C. BNB
The BNB molecule presents a notorious case of vibronic coupling between the 2 ⌺ u ground state and the low-lying 2 ⌺ g excited state, 73 which lies less than 1 eV above. This coupling and its manifestation in what is often called "artifactual symmetry breaking" has confounded all but the most sophisticated 74 attempts at straightforward single reference calculations. 73 This problem, however, is readily accessible through EOM-IP-CC methods and presents a potentially ideal application of the approaches advanced in this paper. While further discussion of the coupling issues and comparison with experiment are well beyond the scope of this work, it suffices to say here that it is important for methods to predict the vertical gap between the two states well. Table II illustrates the performance of the various methods where we see that for the ⌺ u → ⌺ g gap, the SD, ͑fT͒, ͑dT͒, and SD ‫ء‬ errors are 0.040, 0.025, 0.024, and 0.02 eV, respectively, whereas the SDT error with respect to the CCSDTQ value is negligibly small ͑i.e., 0.005 eV͒.
D. Nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and acetylene
The IEs of the isoelectronic molecules nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and acetylene are summarized in Tables III-V, respectively. The trend for Koopmans states of these molecules in all three basis sets is the same:
and, thus, it also holds at the extrapolated CBS limit. The ͑xT͒ correction reduces the EOM-IP-CCSD IE values by 0.1-0.35 eV. Figures 1-3 show the deviations of the SD, ͑fT͒, ͑dT͒, and SD ‫ء‬ values for IEs from the reference SDT values. As expected, ͑2,3͒, ͑xT͒ and SD ‫ء‬ underestimate IEs because they do not include triples in the reference state. We considered using Eq. ͑24͒ to correct the ground state energy; however, this approach does not improve IEs because it overcorrelates the reference relative to the EOM states ͑typical values of the ͑xT͒ correction for the reference state are ϳ0.6 eV͒. The SD values for principal IEs are higher than the SDT values by 0.1-0.3 eV for all these molecules, whereas the ͑2,3͒ underestimates the IEs by about 0.3 eV. The ͑fT͒ correction underestimates the IEs corresponding to the Koopmans 2 ⌸ states in all the molecules by 0.13-0.22 eV with respect to the SDT values, whereas ͑dT͒ underestimates the IEs by additional 0.01-0.05 eV.
The effect of triple excitations is more prominent for the satellite 2 ⌸ state of CO, for which the SD error is 2-3 eV, whereas the corresponding ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ absolute errors ͑with respect to SDT͒ are 0.6 and 0.9 eV, respectively. These larger errors are expected due to the doubly excited ͑2h1p͒ character of the satellite states. 75, 76 In summary for CO and N 2 the errors with respect to EOM-IP-CCSDT for Koopmans states range between 0.04 and Ϫ0.2 eV for ͑fT͒ and between Ϫ0.03 and Ϫ0.3 eV for ͑dT͒. The EOM-IP-CCSD ‫ء‬ errors are comparable to those of ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒, however, they do not exhibit systematic trends with respect to ͑2,3͒ and SDT. The SD and ͑2,3͒ errors with respect to SDT range between 0.3 and Ϫ0.3 eV.
For the satellite states, the ͑xT͒ absolute error ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 eV, which is 4-40 times less than CCSD error ͑3-4 eV͒. The SD ‫ء‬ errors for the satellite states are comparable to the ͑2,3͒ errors. For nitrogen, the SD ‫ء‬ and ͑2,3͒ absolute errors are 1.0 and 1.1 eV, respectively, whereas for CO the SD ‫ء‬ error is greater than the ͑2,3͒ error ͑0.3 eV͒ by 0.2 eV. For these systems, the overall performance of ͑fT͒ is found to be more balanced ͑in a sense of error cancellation͒ than that of ͑dT͒ and SD ‫ء‬ methods. The ͑fT͒ IEs are consistently in between the SD and ͑2,3͒ values and are, therefore, more accurate. The ͑fT͒ correction provides an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 eV for Koopmans' states whereas, for the satellite states, the error bar is ϳ1 eV.
The maximum absolute error for the energy differences between the principal ionized states for SD is Ϯ0.15 eV, and the ͑xT͒ and SD ‫ء‬ values are similar. The ͑2,3͒ energy differences are very close to the SDT values.
E. Benzene
Total ground state energies and low-lying vertical and adiabatic IEs of benzene are given in Table VI . The corresponding molecular orbitals are given in the supplementary materials. 60 In the neutral, the ‫ء‬ and ‫ء‬ orbitals feature twofold degeneracy, which is broken upon ionization. The E 1g , E 2g , and A 2u labels refer to the ionized states at the ground state geometry ͑D 6h symmetry͒, whereas B 2g and B 3g are the lowest adiabatic ionized states corresponding to the ionization in the ‫ء‬ orbitals, whose degeneracy is broken due to the geometric distortion in the cation leading to the D 2h symmetry.
For vertical IEs, we also present experimental results. 77 The IEs are calculated in two ways: ͑i͒ using EOM-IP with the RHF reference of the neutral and ͑ii͒ as differences between the total CC energies of the cation and the neutral ͑referred to as ⌬E͒. The former approach is size intensive, spin pure, and efficiently incorporates the multireference character of the ionized states, however, the latter is rigorously size extensive and includes higher-order terms from the perturbation theory point of view. For EOM methods, the ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ values lie systematically between the SD and ͑2,3͒ values. As in the above examples, the IEs corresponding to the ionizations from the bonding and antibonding orbitals are underestimated more by EOM-IP-CCSD͑xT͒ than those for other states. For the E 1g state, the difference between the ⌬E and EOM values increases from Ϫ0.1 ͑SD͒ to 0.3 eV ͑xT͒. Whereas ͑xT͒ increases IE calculated as ⌬E by ϳ0.05 eV, the respective EOM value decreases by about 0.25 eV. For the A 2u state, both EOM and ⌬E yield lower IE upon inclusion of the perturbative correction, and the ⌬E-EOM difference slightly increases from 0.22 to 0.29 eV for the ͑fT͒ correction, and decreases to 0.26 eV for ͑dT͒. For the E 2g state, ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ reduce the ⌬E-EOM difference by 0.015 and 0.03 eV, respectively.
For the vertically ionized states, the only dipole-allowed transition is the → ‫ء‬ transition between the 2 E 1g and 2 A 2u states. The reported value 77 ͑estimated from vertical IEs͒ for this energy gap is 2.85 eV, which is considerably below all theoretical predictions. At the EOM-CCSD level, it is 3.35 eV, whereas with the ͑xT͒ correction it decreases by 0.1 eV. The EOM-CC͑2,3͒ value is 3.010 eV. At all the CC levels, the ⌬E calculation slightly overestimates the → ‫ء‬ EE relative to EOM-IP. The EOM versus ⌬E difference for this energy at the CCSD level is 0.262 eV. The ͑fT͒ correction decreases the difference by one order of magnitude making it 0.026 eV, whereas the corresponding ͑dT͒ value is 0.028 eV. 
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In the case of the adiabatic IEs, the EOM and ⌬E calculations behave differently. Whereas ͑xT͒ in the former decreases the IEs by 0.2-0.3 eV, in the latter it increases them by about 0.05 eV. The difference between the ͑dT͒ and ͑fT͒ values is very small in the ⌬E calculations, since the wave functions for the neutral and ionized states are perturbatively compatible. The B 2g and B 3g states correspond to the ionizations from the two degenerate e 1g orbitals. For both relaxed geometries, the b 2g orbital lies slightly lower in energy than the b 3g orbital. The trend of energy difference between these states is similar to that of the vertically ionized states.
F. Thymine
Vertical and adiabatic IEs of thymine computed with the cc-pVTZ and reduced cc-pVTZ basis sets are summarized in Table VII . The relevant MOs are given in the supplementary materials. 60 The ͑xT͒ values are systematically below ͑by ϳ0.3 eV͒ the corresponding SD values for both bases. The experimental values [78] [79] [80] [81] show the uncertainty of 0.05-0.2 eV. Whereas the vertical IEs at the CCSD level are systematically higher than the experimental values, 78, 79 the ͑xT͒ corrections underestimate the IEs except for the 3 2 AЉ state. For this state, the SD error calculated with the cc-pVTZ basis set is 0.56 eV, whereas ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ reduce it to 0.184 and 0.077 eV, respectively. The errors for the energy spacing between the ionized states for SD, ͑fT͒, and ͑dT͒ are 0.458, 0.419, and 0.334 eV, respectively ͑for cc-pVTZ͒.
The removal of f-functions from the second row elements and d-functions from hydrogen decreases the IE values by about 0.1-0.12 eV at the SD level, whereas the ͑xT͒ values decrease by 0.08-0.11 eV. However, this does not affect the energy gaps between the ionized states, for which the errors are 0.467, 0.415, and 0.419 eV for the SD, ͑fT͒, and ͑dT͒ methods, respectively.
For the reduced cc-pVTZ basis set, we also present the IEs computed with ͑2,3͒. As in the case of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and acetylene, the ͑xT͒ IEs are in between the SD and the ͑2,3͒ values. The ͑xT͒ IEs are higher than the corre- sponding ͑2,3͒ values by 0.1-0.2 eV. The absolute error for the ͑2,3͒ values for the energy differences between the ionized states with respect to the experimental data 78 ranges from 0.003 to 0.05 eV. Table VIII gives the vertical and adiabatic SD and the ͑xT͒ IEs of adenine computed using the reduced cc-pVTZ basis set. The respective MOs are given in the supplementary materials. 60 All theoretical IEs are too low relative to the experimental values. The ͑fT͒ values are lower than the SD ones by 0.2-0.3 eV, and ͑dT͒ reduces them further by about 0.02 eV. However, the trend for theoretical values is the same as for thymine and other examples. The ͑xT͒ adiabatic IE is larger than the ͑2,3͒ one by ϳ0.1 eV and, as in thymine and other examples, this lies between the SD and ͑2,3͒ IEs. The ͑xT͒ correction increases the energy gaps between the ionized states by 0.01-0.02 eV. The SD maximum error for the energy gaps between the ionized states is 0.212 eV. The corresponding values for ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ are 0.240 and 0.244 eV, respectively. In view of the uncertainties with the experimental values, it is difficult to make a definite conclusion about the accuracy of theoretical methods.
G. Adenine
We also calculated the SD IEs using the cc-pVTZ basis set. Assuming that the reduction in basis set has no significant effect on the ͑xT͒ corrections, we extrapolate the ͑xT͒ IEs for the cc-pVTZ basis set using the energy-additivity formula:
IE ͑xT͒ ͑cc-pVTZ͒ = IE ͑xT͒ ͑cc-pVTZ red ͒ + IE SD ͑cc-pVTZ͒
For the extrapolated xT / cc-pVTZ values, the errors for energy differences between the ionized states do not change significantly. The SD and the extrapolated ͑fT͒ and ͑dT͒ errors for the cc-pVTZ basis set are 0.216, 0.239, and 0.246 eV, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents formalism and implementation of noniterative perturbative triples correction to the EOM-IP-CCSD wave functions. We neglect the ground-state correction to avoid the imbalance in the description of the closedshell and ionized states, which results in underestimation of the IEs, as in the case of EOM-IP-CC͑2,3͒. The ͑xT͒ values are consistently in between the SD and ͑2,3͒ values for all the systems considered in this study. The benchmark calculations of the IEs of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and acetylene indicate that the ͑fT͒ correction yields the IEs that are the closest to EOM-IP-CCSDT, as compared to the SD, ͑dT͒, SD ‫ء‬ , and ͑2,3͒ methods. The respective error bars are 0.2 and ‫ء‬ with respect to the SDT values are 0.17, 0.10, 0.11, and 0.17 eV, respectively, and the standard deviations are 0.11 for SD and 0.12 for ͑xT͒ and SD ‫ء‬ . For the energy differences between the ionized states, the standard deviations with respect to SDT are 0.14, 0.11, and 0.10 for SD, ͑xT͒, and SD ‫ء‬ , respectively, whereas the mean absolute error is 0.11 eV for all the methods. The SD, ͑fT͒, and ͑dT͒ mean absolute errors for energy gaps in the ionized states of benzene and thymine with respect to CC͑2,3͒ benchmark are 0.090, 0.066, and 0.062 eV, respectively, whereas the standard deviations are 0.130, 0.076, and 0.071 eV.
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APPENDIX A: IMPLEMENTATION
As follows from Eq. ͑24͒, the calculation of noniterative energy correction involves contraction of three five-index tensors, , , and D m . Explicit calculation of these tensors leads to N 6 disk requirements. Therefore, the efficient implementation should avoid explicit calculation of the five-index quantities and directly compute the respective contributions to the energy. To make an efficient use of our block-tensor library, 82, 83 which was designed to handle large tensors and incorporates spatial and spin symmetry, we break down the tensors into smaller arrays of reduced dimensionality tensors by so-called unrolling. 
